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About This Game

Sophie and Mike have been separated by an evil group and must now try and rejoin forces before taking on a great evil. But
something more sinister is happening and may change the world forever!

With the help of their friends as well as other travelers Sophie and Mike must try to stop the Dark Lord and a mysterious
organisation from not only taking over the world but taking over history.
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Title: Origin Of Destiny: Crimson Awakening
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
CloudTheWolf Games
Publisher:
CloudTheWolf Games
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound

Additional Notes: XBOX One Controler Not Supported

English
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A new area:
I'm not going to say anything, I'm just going to leave this here and let your imagination go take over ;)

. What's Going On?:
Hey all, it's been a while.

Sorry that I've not been updating the game as much but here is what i'm working on!

- Bug Fixes
- More Plot (Following from the dragon event)
- Writing the script for the voice actors

- Secret Stuff!

That's all for now guys!. We have an Indiegogo Campaign!:
So making a game isn't as easy and throw ideas into a blender and see what sticks. It requires a lot of work and resources.

And I want to make this game stand out and be something most players will enjoy.

And as such I have started an Indiegogo!
Why? Well I want to be able to make the game have a unique feel that I just can't reach on my own.

All funds raised will help me invest in a lot more and up the quality, and even look to pay people who are helping out (Such as
voice actors etc)
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So if you want to help out just head here: Origin Of Destiny: Crimson Awakening Indiegogo Campaign

And if you aren't able to back it yourself, you can still help by sharing the campaign! ^_^. Moving Day is now on Go Go
Bundle:
Moving Day is now available on Go Go Bundle

Get this and 7 other games (Plus a DLC) for $1.49 and save $27.42

But thats no all, we are also working with them to get the Origin of Destiny DLC in a future bundle so stay tuned!

Get the bundle here: https://gogobundle.com/latest/bundles/gogobundle-23. R103 Deleyed, Today's Update:
HI All,

Today's Update is not the R103 patch but contains some of the fixes.

Here's what's new.

- Battles now side-view (New Assets from MV Are added for this)
- Few minor bugs fixed including being unable to move in Edgemoor.
- Nurfed all enemies and cut the Exp amounts ;). Dev Beta R-101 Released:
The latest update changes updates the sprite for Jessie and Sophie as well as some small graphic fixes!. What will happen in
the story in the next update?:
So the next update is staring to look amazing, so I thought I would let you know where the story will go next!

As you exit the Inn that you end up in after battling the dragon a new cut scene will take place, after this the game will shift
from Mike back to Sophie. From this point it will just be Sophie in the party, All items in Mike's Party will not be available
(With the exception of the Quest book) and Sophie will only have the gear she had when the party was split back at the Sand
Tower.

That's all for now!. They must act fast...:
... Because if they don't, the darkness will consume the light
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[dl.dropboxusercontent.com]. A little peak into the next update!:
So this is interesting, who could this figure be?
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What are your thoughts on the upcoming update?
Let me know below.
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